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Agenda

- Session Administrativa (5 minutes)
  - Note Well, Blue Sheets, Jabber Scribes, Agenda Bashing
- Area Administrativa (15 minutes)
  - WG status
  - TSVAREA secretary
  - announcement of the new TSV-ART
  - This year's NOMCOM cycle and TSV AD desired expertise
- BoF Announcement: ACCORD (5 minutes)
- Rekindling Network Protocol Innovation with User-Level Stacks (20 minutes and 10 minutes Q&A) by Felipe Huici
- Open discussion on current and future hot topics in TSV (as well as cross area) (35 minutes) by the TSV ADs
TSV Working Groups

Active:

- ALTO
- AQM
- DTN
- IPPM
- MPTCP
- NFSv4
- RMCAT
- TAPS
- TCPINC
- TCPM
- TRAM
- TSVWG

Closed since IETF-94

- PPSP (closed 2016-01-13)
- CONEX (closed 2016-01-21)
- STORM (closed 2016-02-24)
Martin closing working groups ...
TSVAREA Secretary

- Linda Dunbar has been the secretary for the TSVAREA
- She is stepping down by this meeting
- Thank you Linda!
- The tasks are merged into the TSV triage team
  - organizing the TSVAREA sessions
The TSV Area Review Team (TSVART)

Fixed number of 13 members to cover needed expertise:

- Magnus Westerlund
- Fernando Gont
- Joe Touch
- Jana Iyengar
- Colin Perkins
- David Black
- Bernard Aboba
- Nishida Yoshifumi
- Michael Scharf
- Jörg Ott
- Brian Trammell
- Bob Briscoe
- Michael Tüxen

And the triage team (Allison Mankin, Wes Eddy, and Martin Stiemerling)

Thanks!
NOMCOM and desired expertise for TSV ADs

- Nomcom will review Spencer’s position in this year’s cycle
- The 2015 position description is here: https://trac.tools.ietf.org/group/iesg/trac/wiki/TransportExpertise
- Please check if the current desired expertise matches your understanding
- Questions and comments should go to: tsv-area@ietf.org
- Please start considering whether you can accept a nomination now ...
BOF Announcement: ACCORD

- ACCORD: Alternatives to Content Classification for Operator Resource Deployment
Rekindling Network Protocol Innovation with User-Level Stacks
by Felipe Huici
(20 minutes and 10 minutes Q&A)
Open discussion on current and future hot topics in TSV (as well as cross area) by the TSV ADs
Current and future hot topics for TSV

- Discuss if we in TSV cover the must have topics
  - e.g., evolution of transport protocols,
- Discuss if there are cross-area topics
  - e.g., tunneling foo over x
- Discuss if there are out of IETF topics